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Abstract

Technological advancements have led to an increase in teaching the fundamentals of robotics and autonomous systems and their importance, relying on strong hands-on practical experimentation. National Science Foundation (NSF)-supported testbeds have opened the doors for experimentation and support in the next era of computing platforms and large-scale cloud research. In this paper, we present an open-source educational module that conveys accessibility to education, aiming to prepare learners for technological career paths. Our educational module is developed with the motivation to bring hands-on sessions and allow students to attain knowledge in a comprehensive manner. Specifically, we present AutoLearn: Learning in the Edge to Cloud Continuum, an educational module that integrates a collection of educational artifacts, based on an open-source self-driving platform for small scale that leverages the Chameleon Cloud testbed to teach cloud computing concepts, edge devices technology, and artificial intelligence driven applications.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization → Embedded systems; Redundancy; Robotics; • Networks → Network reliability.

Keywords: computer science education, cloud computing

1 Introduction

We live in exciting times: rapid advances in Machine Learning (ML), robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT), and automation herald the Fourth Industrial Revolution (I4.0) [1]. These changes create significant opportunities in our society, but they also transform it, and result in a rapidly developing need for skills in new areas of technology and the consequent shift in the job market [2, 3]. Academic institutions responded to this need by introducing courses in robotics, autonomous systems, ML, cloud computing, and data science [4] – however, these topics can only be taught through hands-on learning that gives the students not only a taste of the theory behind the innovations, but also a more intuitive feel for the real-world problems and solutions that make it up. Hands-on learning not only confronts students with the reality of new technology but also demands and inspires critical thinking, ingenuity in problem solving, and hones the ability to adapt to fluid technological landscape. However, a precondition for such technology exploration is having access to not only high-end resources but also to digital curricula that can support such experiential exploration and can also rapidly adapt to technology changes.

In recent years, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has established multiple experimental platforms for computer science research. Testbeds such as Chameleon [5], CloudLab [6], FABRIC [7], and the PAWR testbeds [8–12] collectively provide capabilities where any topic in computer science can be experimented with – or taught. This creates a powerful opportunity that both amortizes the costs of procurement, and democratizes access to innovative and often expensive resources. It is also a capability that can potentially disrupt the space of digital artifact sharing – since digital artifacts typically require some form of computational capability to interpret, and that in turn relies on access to infrastructure that can provide it. Computer science education is one of the areas that could benefit the most from this development, as much of the computer science learning, especially in the area of systems, requires experiential learning. However, while there are well-established ways of sharing traditional course curricula that adapt knowledge for the purposes of learning (e.g., in the form of textbooks or exercise books)
the momentum behind sharing digital artifacts is only just developing, giving rise to questions such as: What do digital educational artifacts comprise? How should they be shared? What are the digital learning use cases (classes, self-learning, etc.) How should they be supported by infrastructure or infrastructure-related services? How can digital artifacts be sustained?

This paper presents AutoLearn: Learning in the Edge to Cloud Continuum, an educational module that integrates a collection of educational artifacts, based on DonkeyCar, an open-source self driving platform for small scale cars [13] that leverages the Chameleon testbed to teach topics relating to autonomous driving ranging through engineering, data collection, interactions in edge to cloud continuum, various types of ML, to digital twin models. The artifacts offer several digital learning pathways and allow educators to tailor the content to different learning objectives; for example, by emphasizing engineering aspects by focusing on modifications to the self-driving cars or tracks, or shifting emphasis to ML by using simulators for car driving and focusing on model training and validation instead. We describe how the artifacts leverage various features of the Chameleon testbed, as well as the Trovi digital artifact hub [14]. Lastly, we offer thoughts on how digital artifacts can rely on community support by borrowing a model from open source development practices.

2 Experimental Platforms for Education

Enabling the academic research community with novel cloud architectures such as “bare-metal access”, and improving access to experimentation is one of the main goals of experimental platforms or testbeds that are supported by the NSF. These testbeds represent an unique infrastructure, fundamentally important to advance and support experimentation. Efforts in [15] developed educational modules for topics in networking, security and cloud computing demonstrating how instructors and students can benefit from these topics and especially with the experimentation in real-world testbeds. Hands-on experiments based on modules that are openly available and that can be used by institutions to enhance their educational curricula.

The Fair Use Building And Research Labs (FUBAR) supports and maintains FOOCars, a low cost racing autonomous vehicles project. In [16], authors highlight the importance of these testbeds to test assumptions and learn not only about topics related to cloud computing but also training on ML, sensors, micro-controllers or edge devices. The team created a use-case with an autonomous remote controller car platform with the main goal to provide students with the experience of transitioning from the physical world to remote devices. Authors also claim how this project can benefit students, teachers or researchers in new fields, including testing models for autonomous driving.

3 A Shareable Digital Educational Artifact

3.1 Autonomous Car Module

Our autonomous cars educational module has been designed to build on the existing efforts described in the previous section and adapt them to take advantage of resource availability provided by open research and educational platforms, specifically the Chameleon testbed and CHI@Edge, thus...
putting this type of learning within reach of many students, either as part of directed or self study. We supplement these platforms by making specific recommendations for purchase of inexpensive (~$200) and generally available cars kits and accessories that minimize the configuration time for this type of course [18].

Similar to the existing approaches, the learning outcomes for this module span the following: familiarity with assembling hardware, basic familiarity with systems topics (basic knowledge of UNIX, understanding how to configure hardware and software, etc.), basic familiarity with cloud and edge computing, basics of computer simulation, and ML topics spanning data collection and cleaning, training a ML model, and finally actuating a successful ML model with an autonomous car. The following section describes the pre-conditions for setting up the module, the expected time investment on the part of instructors and students, and additional resources and capabilities available by leveraging the Chameleon Testbed.

3.2 Hardware Requirements

Our educational module is built on top of the Chameleon platform, and in particular the CHI@Edge segment of Chameleon to manage the autonomous cars and integrate them with the testbed. Chameleon is an NSF-funded testbed that supports computer science research and education; to gain access all educational users need to do is request a project in computer science education. The testbed contains a large collection of diverse hardware resources over several sites. In particular, it has a large investment in accelerators ranging from 40 nodes with a single Nvidia RTX6000 GPU for general use, to sets of 4 nodes each with 4x Nvidia V100, P100, or A100 Datacenter GPUs and InfiniBand interconnects to scale larger experiments, for example HPC or ML Training workloads. Smaller numbers of nodes with other architectures (Nvidia M40, K80, AMD MI100) round out a variety of choices. All hardware is available either on-demand or via advance reservations so that users can reserve required resources ahead of time, for example, to manage resource scarcity or to guarantee resource availability at a specific time slot for a class or a demonstration. The hardware is reconfigurable on bare metal level to support research on topics such as power management or provide a controlled environment for performance measurement. Further, the two principal Chameleon sites are connected to the FABRIC networking testbed creating potential to support cloud experiments with managed latency.

Once part of a Chameleon project, users can log into the testbed with their institutional credentials via federated identity login and then interact with it via a GUI, or programmatically via the command line and python interfaces. To support experiment development and sharing, Chameleon integrates the programmatic interfaces with Jupyter so that users can package their experiments more easily and combine experimental environment creation, experiment body, and analysis in one set of notebooks. To make sharing such experiments viable, the system also provides Trovi [14], an experiment hub integrated with the testbed (and other testbeds in the future via open APIs) so that users can not only find experimental implementations but interact with them easily. Since it first came online in mid-2015, Chameleon has served 8,000+ users, working on 1,000+ projects, whose scientific output resulted in 600+ publications.

In addition to providing access to resources in the data-center, Chameleon also supports the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) paradigm that allows users to add their own devices to the testbed for limited sharing. In this paradigm, users can add devices to the testbed by downloading a CHI@Edge command line utility and SD card image; the utility registers the device with the testbed, and configures the SD card image to be flashed onto the device. Once booted up, the image contains a daemon that connects the device to the testbed and configures whitelist-based access policies for the added device. From there on, the added device can be allocated via the standard Chameleon methods, i.e., federated identity login, resource discovery, and advance reservations – though it is reconfigured by deploying a Docker container rather than bare-metal reconfiguration. In particular, users can manage the device through our Jupyter interface and within the same Chameleon session as the data center resources. This allows users to create and manage complex resource topologies and interactions in the edge to cloud continuum from one Jupyter notebook.

3.3 The Educational Module: Structure

The structure of the educational module is designed to give students, self-learners and teachers the necessary guidance and walk-through in an easy to follow set of instructions. The structure is divided into three main sub-components with artifacts, computational components and ultimately extensions and assignments as can be observed in Fig. 1, which ultimately can be used to reinforce, apply and assess the new learned skills. Below, we describe the composition and function of each component.

Collecting and cleaning data:

Collecting data from manual driving sessions is the first step students need to get through in the AutoLearn training module. Fig. 2 illustrates three different data collection paths. Sample datasets, and data collected through the Unity game platform via simulation, and through the real physical car. For those students who have access to the physical car, the most interesting method is to drive the car around an actual track. Students can drive the car using a physical joystick controller, or use the Donkeycar web controller that provides the same functionality via a web interface and sends the commands to the car. Both modes provide a variety of options such as setting the throttle as constant (useful if the
Figure 1. AutoLearn offers three main components, artifacts, computation and extension/assignments, within a comprehensive ML pipeline including data collection, model training and evaluation.

Learners will likely generate some bad data consisting of mistakes (i.e., crashes or images that are off-side) while driving; this data needs to be deleted for the training set to represent a valid scenario. This step is done manually by using the tubclean utility included in the Donkeycar Python package which plays a video of the collected images; users watch the video, select the parts that need to be deleted, which the program then correlates to invalid data records that need to be cleaned up.

Sample datasets:
The AutoLearn package also contains sample datasets that students can use to train models without having to drive the car. The sample datasets were collected by manually driving the car around a track, and through the Donkeycar simulator. We used a regular conventional track (Waveshare), and a track that was made with an orange tape oval shape with the following dimensions [Inner line length: 330 in, outer line length: 509 in and average width: 27.59 in]. Students can also replicate this track following the dimensions and as it can be seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in which we have two different tracks, i.e. the default and the Waveshare track which is a commercial track. Each of the existing datasets contains 10-50K records, records that consist of .catalog files, images directory, and manifest files. Catalog files consist of steering and throttle values that were recorded while driving. Each of these corresponds to an image in the images directory based on their id number. Catalog_manifest files store information about each catalog file and the manifest.json file is where certain records are marked for deletion. These sample datasets are stored in our educational module’s GitBook, and
can be accessed in [19].

**Figure 3. Default track**

**Figure 4. Waveshare track**

### Additional data collection:

Additional data collection is a good entry level exercise that gets students familiar with the car setup; they can be generated either by driving the actual car or via the DonkeyCar virtual driving environment. Possible variations include varying the shape of the track, varying the car configuration and/or driving conditions (e.g., by changing the surface of the track), or modifying the car itself. This is a “beginner level” assignment that allows students to easily experiment with effects of different datasets on different training models.

### Model training:

Once the data is obtained by any of the methods described above, students can proceed to training models.

The AutoLearn module provides a Jupyter notebook that reserves Chameleon hardware, deploys Ubuntu 20.04 CUDA image with accelerator support, and then installs and configures all the required dependencies including Donkey, TensorFlow, and CUDNN drivers. Donkey Car provides by default several Keras models to choose for training a self-driving model. By default, a learner can start with the Linear model with an easy to understand pipeline. We tested 6 models, including linear, memory, 3D, categorical, inferred, and RNN; other models can be also tried, but they require doing extra configuration and/or hardware. We tested this process on a range of GPU nodes available via Chameleon including A100, V100, v100NVLINK, RTX6000, and P100. Once the instance is deployed and configured with all the dependencies, the student copies the training data using rsync command and can begin the training process.

### Training Additional Models:

This is a good area for further study that additionally lends itself to competitions between student teams. Extensions and exercises relating to model training include comparisons between different models (e.g., we found that the inferred model was best because it gave the car the ability to speed fast, while still being accurate); path following (record a path with GPS and have the car follow that path); obstacle detection; various computer vision classification algorithms (example: camera identifies color of object placed in front of it; red means stop, green means go); and edge detection/line following (camera used to identify the edge of the track or a center line and keep the car following that). Students might also compete to train models yielding a combination of fastest speed with fewest errors, or accuracy following tracks of different shapes.

### Model Evaluation:

For this segment, teachers or TAs make the Raspberry Pi devices associated with the cars (and therefore the cars themselves) available via the BYOD functionality of CHI@Edge (see Section 2). Students can thus treat the cars as any other Chameleon resource, download the trained models onto them for inference, and drive them around the track measuring qualities of interest (speed, number of errors, etc.) as suggested in the AutoLearn documentation. As in the case of data collection, students without access to a physical car, can use DonkeyCar simulator to perform the evaluation virtually. Extensions and assignments associated with this stage include modules exploring the edge to cloud interaction by attempting to run inference models in the cloud, constructing hybrid edge cloud inference models, or using reinforcement learning. Lastly, combining the simulator and real-life validation can lead to interesting exploration of digital twin modeling.

### 3.4 The Teaching Module

The teaching module is structured to support multiple learning pathways depending on learning objectives, available equipment, time and other resources, and learning ability. The overall learning pathway consists of the rough three phases illustrated in Fig. 1: data collection, model training, and model evaluation. However, each of the phases has multiple alternatives that can be used to customize the student pathway. For example, instead of collecting actual data, students can use the existing datasets collected by our team. Further, students can use one of the pre-trained models packaged by our team or explore new models with different training objectives, or with default pre-trained models that are included in Donkey Car. Lastly, they can validate the models running an actual car, or use the simulator if the car is not available, or even combine both to use digital twin exploration.

Providing alternatives in each of the phases is an interesting way to extend the module creating potential for additional exercises or homework assignments ranging in level from beginner to advanced. For example, additional data collection could be a good beginner/warmup exercise while in the validation phase students can extend the module by exploring in-situ versus in the cloud inference or experiment with reinforcement learning providing the opportunity for more advanced assignments. Finally, a range of interesting projects can be based on developing a digital twin model based on comparing the simulation output with real-life model evaluation. Different pathways through this educational module could also shift the focus of the exploration
from engineering to ML: using available datasets and a simulator does not require a car, focuses on training and evaluating models, and can be used as part of a ML course. At the same time, an engineering course can focus on data collection with different car configurations and evaluate them using ready-made training modules.

3.5 The Educational Module: Implementation

**CHI@Edge support:**
The educational module is implemented on Chameleon using CHI@Edge to manage the car; Chameleon’s integration with Jupiter to implement the various instructional elements in a way that combines explanations in text, with implementation, and instructional videos and pictures; and the Trovi experiment hub integrated with a GitBook [19] to share the artifact. The artifact thus consists of a series of Jupyter notebooks that can be imported/exported to the GitBook to leverage integration with Chameleon on one side, and contribution and feedback features on the other.

**CHI@Edge and BYOD functionality:**
To manage interactions with the car we used CHI@Edge, adding the car via the BYOD functionality. This allows a student to launch a container on the car’s Raspberry Pi using a Docker image which pre-installs all Donkey Car dependencies simply by executing one cell in the corresponding Jupiter notebook; this provides a “zero to ready” configuration pathway with minimum time and effort. A further advantage of using Chi@Edge is that after launching a container, there is a built-in console in Jupyter for running commands on the Raspberry Pi. This was helpful though we had to work around the fact that text editing is not supported in the console at the present time.

**CHameleon’s Basic Jupyter Server Appliance:**
To provide a seamless “Jupyter experience” that covers both container establishment and the data collection programs that run inside the container, we used Chameleon’s Basic Jupyter Server Appliance [20] and included it in AutoLearn Docker image; this allows students to access the Jupiter Notebook executing on the Raspberry Pi (and containing all the data collection functionality) from their own laptops using an SSH tunnel. To implement model training we used Chameleon’s datacenter resources to reserve a bare-metal node with a v100 GPU (though other GPU resources like A100 would work as well as documented in our instructions); this allowed us to train a model in reasonable amount of time.

**Trovı and Chameleon’s artifacts**
In addition to using Chameleon’s resources, we were also able to leverage and augment experiment patterns from artifacts published on Trovi, and other artifacts [21] using Chi@Edge; this speed up our development considerably. Similarly, others can extend or modify our notebooks to implement new training models as part of extensions or exercises in our educational module. Leveraging the programmatic interface to the system via Jupyter notebook was in general very helpful as it allowed us to streamline often complex configuration of highly programmable resources by combining them in Jupyter cells that can be executed with one click.

**Chameleon’s Object Store:**
The collected datasets and the pre-trained models are stored in Chameleon’s object store [22] and can be combined with other components of the system in a “mix and match” pathway.

**Educational materials:**
The AutoLearn educational materials include documentation supporting different roles and different settings. For directed learning, we provide documentation for educators including course objectives, explanations of what hardware to buy and alternatives, proposed project extensions, and a one-page TA checklist. To support students, our GitBook [19] is documented with extensive comments and we also provide instructions and videos on how to set up and drive the car for data collection and cleaning. Finally, we provide a special documentation pathway for digital self-learners that contains a combination of teacher’s and student’s documentation modules in a more streamlined form as self-learners are likely to play both roles.

4 Contributions and Feedback

Our contributions are tangible through an exhaustive digital content freely available that can be followed in three different pathways, i.e. regular, classroom, and digital path, based on student’s interests, background or goals. In addition, Chameleon’s Trovi allows users to import and export artifacts to/from our GitHub repository as the best path to support collaborative development and at the same time offering a link to experimental infrastructure.

Understanding how the educational module can be supported as a long-term project and as a foundational resource for teaching and learning is also important to us. We provide a set of instructions in our GitBook artifact, in which learners can start their own educational module. This can be synced and learners can make additional changes to the module, make extensions or improvements. Through collaborative support and learning, students can make a merge request to the original repository so then the learning community can have access to different versions and updates of the project. As the educational module gains contributions and momentum, we are positive that it can continually improve.

In addition, we provide a Google group and a set of instructions for providing feedback or sharing case study information about how the educational materials benefited or what improvements can be made. We also created an interactive space where users can post comments, questions, andconcerts to the discussions page on the CHI@Edge Education GitHub account. As we are in the early stage of developing this educational module, we hope to be very responsive to
any feedback from instructors, students, or any member of the community.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we focus on the development and design of instructional materials that can be used in introduction to engineering classes, robotics, ML, hardware, edge devices and cloud platforms. Our goal is primarily to serve as a starting point for future educational modules that can integrate several fields. We aim to offer a comprehensive source of practical exercises and open materials to enable learners to understand and apply cloud and edge computing paradigms into real-world deployments. Our instructional materials are based on DonkeyCar, an open-source self driving platform for small scale cars that leverages the Chameleon testbed, and that can serve different paths i.e. regular, classroom, and digital path. Our educational module brings a lot of potential for future directions or improvements including further validation. Our next step is to improve our validation steps with real-classroom deployment. We are interested in collecting data on how well the materials are instructed or learned, in addition we are planning to cover additional topics that can serve different paths i.e. regular, classroom, and digital path. Our educational module brings a lot of potential for future directions or improvements including further validation.
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